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 “The road to hell is paved with 
good intentions.”  
 
We have likely had great intentions 
in our lives, and are likely to be the 
owner of a ‘round tuit’! 
 

What stops us from going from 
intention to action?  
 
Procrastination is likely one reason, 
where we often say ‘Manana’, 
Spanish for tomorrow, but 
tomorrow never comes. 
 
We justify this by making excuses, 
because of this or that, of course 
it’s never our fault but the cause of 
another or something. Burying our 
heads in the sand is never the 
answer as we will never achieve. 

Our conscious level reassures us 
it’s okay because we intended to 
do ‘it’, so that’s okay! 
 
Is it? Is it good enough that we 
intended to do something and 
didn’t do it? 
 
We should think about what lies 
behind the good intentions and lack 
of action, and we should think 
about the gap between intention 
and action, and really think about  
what it is that stops us from taking 
that action.  

 
 
 

If we were to look back in our lives 
and think about those times when 
we intended to do something and 
didn’t, we would find a pattern. 
 
A great exercise for you to do 
might be to think about how often 
you didn’t’ achieve or finish 
things. Think about the reason 
why you didn’t, what prevented 
you from doing this. 
 

 
 
For most of us it’s pure avoidance 
for whatever reason, and if we take 
‘time out’ and think about what 
that might be and tackle this head 
on then perhaps we might be able 
to break the pattern and become 
more action orientated in the 
future. 
 
A challenge or tip you might want 
to take away, is to think about 
what has stopped you from taking 
that action in the past; how many 
times you’ve intended to do 
something and not done it.  
 
You need to be honest with 
yourself and delve into your 

subconscious 
to find the 
real reason.  
 

Face the 
blockages or 
perceived 
obstacles 
and possible 
‘self-
sabotage’ 
and set goals 
to change 
intention to 
action today! 
 

 

 

 

On the NZIBS website 
 

Learn new skills and create 

a new career for yourself. 
 

Freelance Travel Writing 

and Photography: 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=40 
 

Journalism and  

Non-Fiction Writing 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=38 
 

Sports Journalism  

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=60 

 
Internet Entrepreneur   

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=1726  

 
Creative Writing 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=28 
 

Romance Writing 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=58 
 

Mystery and Thriller Writing  

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=50 
 

How to Write Poetry 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=44 
 

Writing Stories for Children 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=83 
 

Writing Short Stories 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=79 
 

Writing Your First Novel 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=85 

 
Life Coaching 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=46 

 
Digital Photography 

for Beginners 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=30 
 

Professional Freelance 

Photography 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=130 

 
Proofreading and Book Editin 

http://nzibs.co.nz/?page_id=56 

 

 

Intention vs Action! 

  

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
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Writing Competition 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Although the interview from which this 

article was written happened several 

years ago, it gives us a wonderful 

window into a writer’s mindset and 
work regime. 
 

Best-selling writer Ken Follett 

has written mostly stand-alone 

novels. But some of his biggest 

sellers has been series. World 

Without End (discussed a lot in this 

article) follows The Pillars of the 

Earth. It too has a sequel, A 

Column of Fire, which was 

published in September 2017. 
 

World Without End begins two 

hundred years after Pillars and 

develops the characters and their 

lives before plunging us into the 

horror of the Black Death. 
 

“I suppose I really started with 
the Black Death because I needed 

a theme as big as building a 

cathedral and it took me a long 

time to figure out what that would 

be,” he says.  
“In fact, one of the ideas I 

considered was writing a novel 

about building a skyscraper. That 

had to be set in Chicago in the 

1880s and my agent pointed out, 

quite rightly, that I might not be 

quite so comfortable writing about 

Chicago in the 1880s as I would be 

in medieval England! 

“When eventually I thought of the 
Black Death I thought first of all it 

killed at least a third of the 

population of Europe, maybe half 

the population, so it’s a huge thing.  

“As I looked into it, I realised it 
had also changed the way people 

thought about medicine and 

knowledge in general about 

science, philosophy and religion. So 

it is cataclysmic in more than one 

way. I could set the story in 

Kingsbridge 200 years after The 

Pillars of the Earth. So in some 

ways it could be a sequel to The 

Pillars of the Earth. That was when 

I decided it was possible to write 

the sequel.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing a sequel to a book has 

advantages and disadvantages. 

With World Without End, Follett 

had the benefit of research he had 

done for The Pillars of the Earth 

and knew an enormous amount 

about the Middle Ages already. 

There was extra research needed. 

Follett did not deal with medicine at 

all in The Pillars of the Earth and 

the later Middle Ages are different 

but the basic knowledge was there 

for him to build the rest. 

Planning a book of this size 

involved a great deal of work.  

 

“I started from the Black Death 
and worked backwards and 

forwards,” says Ken. “I wanted this 

catastrophe in the middle of the 

book so it overturns the lives of 

everybody. To do that, the 

characters had to have rich and 

complicated lives in the first place.” 
 

When plotting World Without End, 

Follett thought about the roles he 

needed and developed the stories 

these characters would have. Their 

lives naturally involved loves, hates 

and ambitions, and unfold in the 

first half of the book.  

 

“I thought we needed somebody 
who was a builder, for continuity. 

That was Merthin; we needed 

somebody whose life was going to 

be medicine and that was the 

genesis of the character of Caris. 

Because of all the social upheaval 

that follows the Black Death in 

which there was upward pressure 

on wages of labourers and the 

aristocracy trying to clamp down on 

this, there needed to be people 

who were labourers and so that’s 
Gwenda’s family.” 
 

Al Zuckerman—Follett’s American 
agent—agreed with the need for 

these complex layers.  
 

Cont’d on Page 4 

 

 

 

New Authors 

Fiction and Non Fiction 
 

BigWords-Books is holding a 

new writing competition: 

 

The 2017-18 NZ Book 

Festival Manuscript 

Competition for Writers. 

 

This competition is intended to 

encourage any NZ authors who 

wish to publish independently at 

a professional level. 

 

It is open to all NZ residents, 

including those currently living 

overseas, who have not had a 

book published previously by a 

mainstream Publishing House, 

and/or are not currently 

contracted to a publisher. 

 

Previously self-published? You 

can still enter if your manuscript 

is not part of a series with titles 

already published. 

 

The manuscript competition is 

open to most fiction genres, as 

well as creative non-fiction, 

biographical or autobiographical 

slice of life or travel stories. 

 

Entry fee: NZ$40.00 (incl GST) 

Electronic entries only, in Open 

document or Word doc format.  

 

The competition closes at 

midnight on 28 February 2018. 

 

Conditions 

Go here to read the conditions 

of entry: 

http://bigwords-

books.com/author_services/man

uscript-competition-

writers/conditions-entry-nz-

book-festival-manuscript-

competition/ 

Ken Follett and his writing journey  
 

 by Judith Spelman | From Grad’s Club News #1000  |  Reproduced for educational purposes 

 

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
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http://bigwords-books.com/author_services/manuscript-competition-writers/conditions-entry-nz-book-festival-manuscript-competition/
http://bigwords-books.com/author_services/manuscript-competition-writers/conditions-entry-nz-book-festival-manuscript-competition/
http://bigwords-books.com/author_services/manuscript-competition-writers/conditions-entry-nz-book-festival-manuscript-competition/
http://bigwords-books.com/author_services/manuscript-competition-writers/conditions-entry-nz-book-festival-manuscript-competition/
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Ken Follett and writing 
Cont’d from Page 3 

 

 

However, when Zuckerman saw 

the first draft of the World Without 

End outline, he wanted Follett to go 

further. He made some important 

suggestions. 

 

“His main comment was that 
these people needed to be much 

more closely inter-related for the 

story to work,” said Ken.  

“That’s when I made Merthin and 
Ralph brothers, Philemon and 

Gwenda brother and sister, and 

Godwyn and Chris cousins.  

“That works wonderfully well 

because it meant as well as being 

involved in their own independent 

dramas, they were constantly 

involved in each other’s dramas as 
well. So every time something 

happens to, say, Gwenda, then 

Caris is concerned because she has 

been her best friend all her life and 

Philemon may be concerned 

because she’s his sister and so on.” 
 

 

This interconnectedness is all 

very well, but how do you keep 

track of all the paths?  
 

Ken implemented a system which 

he’s grown to like. 
 

“I made a spreadsheet,” he said. 
“I put all the characters on the 
spreadsheet and set it to calculate 

their ages throughout the book. It 

was very easy to use, too. When I 

mentioned something about each 

character’s physical appearance, 

I would copy and paste it on to the 

spreadsheet. For a major character 

there are a couple of hundred 

words. Then 200 pages later, when 

wondering what colour hair a 

character had, I could look it up. 
 

“There are more than 200 named 
characters in this book. Somebody 

who read it said there were not 

many characters in the book! ‘Very 
clever of you not to put too many 

characters in,’ they said, which I 
took as a great compliment. It 

meant they hadn’t noticed.” 
 

 

Ken spent a year working on the 

outline of the book. Much of that 

time involved planning the 

individual stories and weaving 

them together - not necessarily an 

easy or straightforward task. And 

he wanted the reader to be not 

quite sure what he was up to...  
 

 
                               Ken Follett 
 

More usually the stories are more 

interwoven so there is a 

development in one person’s life 
and then you move to a different 

development with another 

character. Those all have to be 

interwoven like a braid.  

When reading a Ken Follett novel, 

it is easy to become totally 

immersed in the story and in the 

lives of the characters. In both  

The Pillars of the Earth and World 

Without End you can learn a lot 

about the period.  

Follett uses his research lightly; 

the reader is pulled into each 

colourful, terrifying scene. They 

almost become a bystander. 

If this is what happens when you 

read his books, surely he must 

become totally immersed himself 

when he is writing them? 
 

“Am I immersed when writing?  
I suppose I have to be,” he says, 
“because I have to think of the 

small details of people’s lives.” 
 

Cont’d on Page 4 

Job Opportunities 
 
 

Junior Editor – Celebrity/News 
Photo Business, Auckland. The 
job involves correcting and 
editing captions, keywords, 
metadata and editing, cropping, 
lightening and colour-correcting 
images. Full time. Apply now. 
 
Photography Tutor, 
Wellington. Requires a formal 
photography qualification with 
(preferably) skills in Photoshop 
and Light room to lead group 
instruction and teach students 
who are looking to learn basic 
and more advanced photography 
skills. Contract. Apply now. 
 
Otago Daily Times regional chief 
reporter, Dunedin. An 
experienced journalist with 
responsibility to motivate 
reporters for news-directing, 
story and photo selection, editing 
and planning for the Otago Daily 
Times newspaper and website. 
Full time. 5 December. 
 
Technology and Business 
Journalist, Auckland. A journalism 
education or experience for 
punching out great editorial 
content, interviewing key 
executives and marketers and 
managing content on our sites as 
well as jetting off to exciting 
technology events in Australia, 
Asia, and the US.  
Full time. Apply now. 
 
Senior Advertising Co-ordinator, 
Auckland – Manukau & East 
Auckland. An experienced 
advertising professional to 
coordinate the production of 
catalogues, TV, press, radio, eDM 
and other campaign related 
advertising material. Apply now. 
 
Assistant Chief of Staff, 
Auckland. Managing breaking 
news coverage, assigning 
stories, approving copy, 
generating ideas, preparing daily 
news lists, presenting at daily 
news meetings and liaising with 
editors. Fixed term. Apply now. 
 
Junior Reporter, Auckland. You 
need a recognised journalism 
qualification. The role involves 
night and weekend work to gain 
experience in all facets of the 
news business. Apply now. 
 

Work 

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34847401?type=standout&userqueryid=9738bb66d02d668d3eed9248663947c1-5277019
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34847401?type=standout&userqueryid=9738bb66d02d668d3eed9248663947c1-5277019
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34629300?type=standard&userqueryid=f6b0d1105cc58668072ef8af5f2b2dcb-5847090
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34880728?type=standard&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-6518964
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34880728?type=standard&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-6518964
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34841098?type=standout&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-6518964
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34841098?type=standout&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-6518964
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34837532?type=standout&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-6518964
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34835830?type=standout&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-6518964
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34835834?type=standout&userqueryid=5082406ad40f54a55e6798b98f782cdf-8705888
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Ken Follett and writing 
Cont’d from Page 3 

 

Follett’s research tools include 
such books as Agricultural Records. 

It gives the price of various crops 

and any weather details known at 

the time. 

 

I’m not particularly interested in 
the weather and the crops but 

these people are very close to the 

land. Whether things were growing 

or not was absolutely crucial to 

people in that era all the time, so I 

felt I had to mention it.  

“We do have weather records for 

most of these years. Where I say 

what the weather is, it’s usually 
because it was actually like that.” 

 

 
 

“For Whiteout, I had to find out 
about viruses and high security 

laboratories. If I had skimped that 

research very few of the readers 

would have known, but the book 

wouldn’t have had the credibility 
that came from all the stuff I found 

out about the bio-hazard suits they 

wear and how they are a bit 

claustrophobic, and how the air 

comes from a tube in the ceiling. 

 

Eye of the Needle was the book 

that started Ken on a successful 

writing career—and it was the first 

book he says he researched.  

 

He believes his earlier books were 

texturally thin and lacked research.  
 

“The transition for me from my 
tenth unsuccessful book to Eye of 

the Needle was a big jump in 

quality,” he says. 
 

 
 

“Eye of the Needle was much 
better than anything I’d done 
before and that was partly because 

I’d planned and outlined it. I now 

think planning is really important, 

especially where suspense is an 

element.” 
The story has always got to be 

turning. Once you’ve answered one 
question in the mind of the reader 

you must already be asking 

another question.” 
 “Another problem, which I solved 

in Eye of the Needle, was pace. My 

books had always gone too fast. 

Eye of the Needle rattles along at a 

good speed.” 
 

Follett explains how a writer can 

regulate the pace of a novel.  
 

“There is a simple rule that a 
story should turn every four to six 

pages.  

“Look at Jane Austen; there’s a 
story turn about every six pages in 

her books and I think that is the 

pace people want. Faster than that 

and it’s too frenetic, any slower 
and they start to get bored.” 

 

Cont’d on Page 5 

Job Opportunities 
 

Event Photographer, 
Christchurch. To take photos at 
corporate event with own 
photography equipment. One-off. 
Apply now. 
 
Photographer, Mt Wellington.  
A Graduate Photographer with 
relevant Photography 
Qualification or Certificate and 
sound understanding of 
photography techniques. 
 Fixed term. Apply now. 
 
Editor, Sky Media Ltd, 
Auckland. Prior journalism 
education or experience and 
fluency in both English, Mandarin 
and written Chinese for 
preparing, rewriting and editing 
copy to improve readability as 
well as writing news articles and 
feature stories etc.  
Full time. Apply now. 
 
 

-------------------------------------------------- 
 

All these vacancies were listed 
in the Notices Forum when we 
discovered them. 
 

 

Has the date expired? Check. 
Put yourself forward anyway! 
Show them you never give up. 
 

------------------------------------------------ 
 

Wedding Photographer, 
Devonport, Auckland. A person 
with excellent 
photography/videography and 
photo editing skills for a wedding, 
with own transport, camera and 
equipment. One-off. Apply now. 
 
Marketing Writer / Editor, 
Wellington . Writer/editor to 
review an IT Project Group’s 
current sales material and 
prepare it as a Service Catalogue 
that can be reused in a number of 
different mediums and tools. 
Fixed term. Apply now. 
 

Business journalist, Wellington.  
You preferably have experience in 
business journalism and interest 
in issues relating to the New 
Zealand economy, and economic 
policy to work across text 
(online), video and social media 
in a team. Full time. Apply now. 
 

Billboard Photographer, 
Bethlehem. Must own appropriate 
camera equipment and have 
access to Photoshop or similar 
software. Contract. Apply now. 

Work  

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104170717
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104174009
https://www.trademe.co.nz/jobs/marketing-media-communications/journalism/listing-1467333331.htm
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104173656
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104173570
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34874398?type=standard&userqueryid=7b6d7b37c65d280a8a851a7beaa26c3a-9247241
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104174135
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Ken Follett and writing 
Cont’d from Page 3 

 

 

His writing routine tells its own 

story. The discipline needed to 

write such long books is enormous.  

 

“It’s been pretty much the same 

for decades,” he says. 
“I like to start work quite early, 

more or less as soon as I wake up. 

I make tea and I’m usually at my 
desk by 7 o’clock when I do an 
hour or so. I like to do that 

because then whatever problems 

I’ve got I can think about when I’m 
doing mindless things like shaving 

and walking the dog and I can 

churn around what I’ll do after 
breakfast.” 
“I take a short break for lunch and 
then I usually work though until 

4pm and after that do things like 

meetings, emails and so on.” 
 

Ken believes that most of what we 

know as writers, we know before 

we even start to write, from 

reading lots of novels.  

 

“Ninety per cent of our knowledge 
about how to write a novel comes 

from reading novels,” he says. 
“When you start to write yourself, 
you realise there are some things 

you have not worked out by 

reading - but most of the things 

you have. 

“When young members of my 
family occasionally announce their 

intention of being a novelist, my 

first question is always ‘How much 
do you read?’ If you get to the age 

of 20 without developing an 

enthusiasm for reading, then you 

are never going to be a real writer. 

“I say that to people quite flatly.  
“If they say they have read two 

or three books I say there is little 

chance for them. It’s like deciding 
you want to be a classical violinist 

at the age of 19. It’s too late.” 
 

Planning, research and pace. 

These three changes in emphasis 

turned Follett from an unsuccessful 

writer to a successful author. And 

he doesn’t want to stop learning. 

 

“After Eye of the Needle I wanted 

to know if I could do it again. After 

Triple, well … Then The Key to 

Rebecca was a big success and I 

thought, yes, I can probably do this 

for the rest of my life. But I worry 

about the next book being as good 

as the last and whether public taste 

is changing.  

I don’t want to stand still. “I don’t 
want to repeat that format because 

people will get bored.” 
 

Follett seems to challenge 

himself, each time, to take a 

subject he knows very little about, 

thoroughly research it and write 

the book a reader can’t put down. 
 

 
 

When he finishes a book, does he 

feel a bit lost, a bit bereft? 

  

“No, I never feel like that. The 
first thing I feel is relief: I can pay 

the rent for another couple of 

years. And then I start thinking 

about what to do next.”    
 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

Most readers would consider Ken 
Follett highly successful. By mid-
2017, more than 150 million copies 
of his books had been sold. Many 
have reached the New York Times 
Best Seller list, including Edge of 
Eternity, Fall of Giants, A Dangerous 
Fortune, Triple, The Key to Rebecca, 
Lie Down with Lions, Winter of the 
World, and World Without End. 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

CONTACTING NZIBS 
 

Our toll-free number:   

0800-801 994 
 
 

If you called the 
office recently and 
you didn't get 
through, please 
accept our 
apologies. 

 

 
 
 
 

The office is usually ready for 
action from 9am until 5pm, 
Monday to Friday. 
 

There is an ANSWERPHONE 
service to take messages before 
or after those hours. 
 

The website is open 24/7.  
The Student Forum is always open 
and available, day and night, 
24/7. 
 

Or you can email ... 
registrar@nzibs.co.nz 
principal@nzibs.co.nz 
tutor@nzibs.co.nz 
 

 

If you have good news: 
  

Please share with everyone, use 
the online Student Forum.  
NB: Only students have access 
rights to the Forum.  
 

We ALL love reading about … 
 

 students' new books 

 competition wins 

 even small achievements.  
 

Students can see all sections and 
post comments or questions on 
subjects you're not studying.  
 

That means proofreaders and 
story writers can see what the 
photographers are getting excited 
about. And so on. 
 

There are also competitions 
anyone can enter. Participate in 
the full student life! 
 
 

 

MEDIA caps for NZIBS graduates 
 Journalist,  
 Sports Journalist 
 Photographer  
 Travel Writer.  
If you’d like one, 
please send $10 and 
a letter detailing your 
name, postal address and former 
student number. One size fits all.  

 

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
mailto:registrar@nzibs.co.nz
mailto:principal@nzibs.co.nz
mailto:tutor@nzibs.co.nz
http://nzibs.co.nz/student-forum/
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Work 

 

 
 

 
 
 
The question of whether or not 

a word should be hyphenated often 

produces disagreement, and even 

dictionaries can give different 

versions of the ‘right’ answer. 
In the Oxford dictionary you will 

find 'roll-on roll-off' for the car 

ferry. Some other dictionaries give 

it as 'roll on-roll off' and yet others 

as 'roll-on—roll-off'. All of them, as 

a matter of interest, agree on the 

hyphenated abbreviation ro-ro. 

Very often the use of a hyphen is 

a staging post towards the merging 

of two words into one. 

An example is wordprocessor. 

Many of us now accept this written 

as a single word or hyphenated as 

in word-processor. 

Other words that were once 

hyphenated but are now accepted 

as complete words include common 

nouns like weekend and bypass. 

Your best bet with hyphenation is 

to choose one good dictionary and 

follow that single source to 

determine whether or not to 

hyphenate a word.  

However, having said all that, 

there are a few other guidelines 

worth following ... 

For a start, when you are dealing 

with a compound adjective 

consisting of two words, the second 

of which is a participle or an -ed 

word, you will usually use a 

hyphen. This practice results in 

words like good-natured, and 

best-selling (although this is 

rapidly becoming bestselling) and 

never-ending. 

 

 

 

 
 

Also, when using the terms half, 

full, or part, it is usual to use a 

hyphen, as in: part-time, and  

full-time, and half-time. 
 

The same applies when using 

words that express a degree of 

quality (better, worse, well, ill, fast, 

slow and so forth) as we see in 

well-known, ill-suited, and also 

best-loved. 
 

Perhaps the most sensible use of 

the hyphen is to clarify meaning. 

A hyphenated quick-reference 

book is preferable to a quick 

reference book, when we want to 

indicate the book's main use is for 

quick reference. 

On the other hand, you’ll find 

hyphens are fast disappearing (in 

other words, these ones are fast-

disappearing hyphens …) in usage 

when words have a re- or co- 

prefix. 

We now tend to have rewrite, 

reread, reset, rethink and similar 

words without hyphens. 
 

However, where the syllable 

following the prefix begins with e, 

we normally retain the hyphen as a 

pronunciation aid as in: re-entry, 

re-evaluate, re-establish. 

Oddly enough, we tend not to use 

a hyphen in co- words, even where 

the second syllable starts with an 

o. So we would usually have: 

cooperate and coordinate and 

coauthor (although we still have 

co-opt and co-own). 
 

Happy hyphening!    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Job Opportunities 
 

Billboard Photographer, 
Masterton. Must own appropriate 
camera equipment and have 
access to Photoshop or similar 
software. Contract. Apply now. 
 
Photographer, Wellington. A 
photography student with 
experience in event photography. 
One-off. Apply now. 
 
Santa’s Photographer, Kapiti 
Coast, Wellington Region. Taking 
Santa photos of kids/adults, 
printing and selling the 
photography packages, and 
processing the transactions at the 
till. Fixed term. Apply now. 
 
 

 
 

If you see a vacancy that appeals, 
with an APPLY BY date which has 
passed . . . Apply anyway. 
 
 

Contact the company and ask  
“Did this position get filled? I’ve just 
discovered it and I think I’d be ideal.” 
 
 

If you ARE the ideal candidate, they 

will be pleased you did. 
 

 

Sports Journalist,  
RNZ, Auckland. An experienced 
journalist with a passion for sport. 
Full time. Apply now. 
 
Chief Reporter Wanted,  
Wairarapa Times-Age, Masterton. 
An established chief reporter or 
news editor with proven 
experience. Full time. Apply now. 
 
Transcriber / Typist for Workshop 
Materials, Hamilton. 
Accurate spelling and grammar 
and understanding of NZ English 
is necessary. Work involves  
processing workshop results  
and writing summaries of the 
information. Casual. Apply now. 
 
Digital Content Producer, 
Auckland. To create and curate 
digital content, including editorial 
entertainment content for the 
website, shooting and editing 
video and managing the brand’s 
social media channels.  
Full time. 24 November. 
 
Formatter/Editing Champion,  
Star Personnel, Auckland.  
A role for someone with 
experience in Advanced MS Word.  
Full time. Apply now. 

 

Don’t let a Hyphen come between friends 
 

From the NZIBS archives 

Writers … 
The 1938 Orson Wells radio-play adaptation of War of the Worlds was 
designed to fool people into thinking the Martians had landed. No one 
would fall for that hoax today, but a report about zebras on the loose 
might create a good laugh next April Fool’s Day. It’s been done before … 
 

In 1874, The New York Herald reported a mass escape of animals from 
the Central Park Zoo. Alarming statistics suggested that as many as 27 
people had been killed by the free-roaming beasts, while another 200 had 
been injured. The animals ‘on the loose’ were reportedly a rhinoceros, a 
polar bear, a panther, a Numidian lion, some hyenas, and a Bengal tiger.  
 

However … this note at the end of the article told the truth—to those who 
read to the end: “Of course, the entire story given above is a pure 
fabrication. Not one word of it is true.”  
 
The Zoo’s owner was accused of inciting panic. But he apparently had fun 

home carrying pistols, ready to ward off the ‘escaped and dangerous 

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104174137
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104173938
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104173904
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34875556?type=standard&userqueryid=7b6d7b37c65d280a8a851a7beaa26c3a-9247241
https://www.trademe.co.nz/jobs/marketing-media-communications/journalism/listing-1463729148.htm
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104173696
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104173696
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34796748?type=standard&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-9653363
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34784706?type=standout&userqueryid=43ef1e78f31c667638901aecc6aa60dc-9653363
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The Poets Society 

Membership of the New Zealand 

Poetry Society entitles you to their 

bimonthly magazine and reduced 

fees in their annual competition. 

Several other benefits include a 

members-only website page. 

http://www.poetrysociety.org.nz/join 
 

 

 

A tourist was travelling through 
Ireland, and came upon a very 
pretty rural village. She stopped at 
the only set of traffic lights, and 
was gazing at the view around her.  
The lights changed, but she was 
still fascinated with the cottages 
and rolling hills.  
After the third change of lights, 
there was a tap on her window, 
and a tall, burly Irishman enquired 
“Would you be waiting for a 
particular shade of green?” 
 

 
 

 

Society of Authors 
The NZ Society of Authors works 

in the interests of authors in New 

Zealand. The Society (PEN NZ Inc) 

is guided by values of fairness, 

accountability and responsiveness.  

The mission of the Society is to 

support the interests of all writers 

in New Zealand, and the 

communities they serve. 

Join here: 

http://www.authors.org.nz/ 

 
 
 

Romance Writers of NZ 

This non-profit organisation was 

founded in September 1990 by 

Jean Drew (NZIBS tutor) RWNZ 

has over 260 members (published 

and unpublished writers) from NZ, 

Aust, USA, UK and SA. 

http://www.romancewriters.co.nz/ 

Take this shortcut 

to life’s wisdom … 
 

by Regina Brett 
 

From Grad’s Club News #1011 

Reproduced for educational purposes. 
 

 

Life isn’t fair, but it’s still good. 
 

When in doubt, just take the next 

small step. 
 

Life is too short to waste time 

hating anyone. 
 

Your job won’t take care of you 
when you are sick. Your friends 

and parents will. Stay in touch. 
 

You don’t have to win every 
argument. Agree to disagree. 
 

Cry with someone. It’s more 
healing than crying alone. 
 

It’s OK to get angry with God. He 
can take it. 
 

Save for retirement starting with 

your first pay. 
 

When it comes to chocolate, 

resistance is futile. 
 

Make peace with your past so it 

won’t screw up the present. 
 

It’s OK to let your children see 
you cry. 
 

If a relationship has to be a secret, 

you shouldn’t be in it. 
 

Everything can change in the blink 

of an eye. But God never blinks. 
 

However good or bad a situation 

is, it will change. 
 

Life isn’t tied with a bow, but it’s 
still a gift. 
 

Don’t take yourself so seriously. 
No one else does. 
 

Believe in miracles, especially little 

ones. They come more often.  
 

God loves you because of who God 

is, not because of anything you did 

or didn’t do. 
 

Take a deep breath. It calms the 

mind. Take nine more right now. 

  

Don’t compare your life to others. 
You have no idea what their 

journey is all about. 
 

Get rid of anything that isn’t 
useful, beautiful or joyful. 

 
 

 

Burn the fancy candles, use the 

nice sheets, wear the sexy 

lingerie. Don’t save it for a special 

occasion. Today is special. 
 

Whatever doesn’t kill you really 
does make you stronger. 
 

It’s never too late to have a happy 

childhood. But the second one is 

up to you and no one else. 
 

When it comes to going after what 

you love in life, don’t take “no” for 
an answer. 
 

Over prepare, and go with the flow. 
 

Be eccentric now. Don’t wait for 
old age to wear purple. 
 

The biggest sex organ is the brain. 
 

No one is in charge of your 

happiness but you. 
 

Frame every disaster with these 

words ‘In five years, will this 
matter?’ 
 

Always choose life before stuff. 
 

Forgive everyone everything. 
 

What other people think 

of you is none of your business. 
 

Time heals almost everything. Give 

it time, t  i  m  e. 
 

Don’t audit life. Show up and make 
the most of it now. 
 

Growing old beats the alternative - 

dying young. 
 

Your children get only one 

childhood. Enjoy the journey with 

them.  
 

All that truly matters in the end is 

that you loved. 
 

Get outside every day. You’ll find 
miracles everywhere if you look. 
 

If we all threw our problems in a 

pile and then saw everyone else’s, 
we’d quickly take our own back. 
 

Envy is a waste of time. You 

already have everything you need. 
 

No matter how you feel, get up, 

dress up and show up. 
 

Yield. Sometimes it’s the strong 
man’s option.  
 

Friends are the family we choose 

for ourselves. Extend your family.  
 

The best is yet to come. Expect it.  

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
http://www.poetrysociety.org.nz/join
http://www.authors.org.nz/
http://www.romancewriters.co.nz/
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Graduates Club 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students who graduate are 

invited to join the Graduates Club 

and enjoy these services: 
 

# Access to your former tutor and 

staff for Q&A. Ask questions 

through email, phone, Skype etc. 

# Monthly newsletters. 

# Access to Student Forum, 

24/7/365. 

# Annual renewal of PRESS PASS 

where applicable. 

# Annual renewal of ID CARD. 

# Access to graduates and students 

who will proofread your 

manuscripts, without a $ fee.  

# Access to a tutor for manuscript 

appraisal, for a fee. 

# Assistance with finding 

placements for articles, photos, 

book manuscripts. 
 

All that for $100 membership. 
 

PS:  As a consultant any of these 

people could charge $75 per hour.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NZIBS has been providing skills 
through superior distance learning 
programmes for 26 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See the competitions here:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whoa there, Big Boy. 

That's a lot of money 
by Dan Kennedy 

 

We certainly don't want to hear 

that, do we? I imagine most 

copywriters fear this reaction 

whenever they quote fees. I did, 

ever so briefly, many moons ago, 

but then I learned to take 

responsibility for it, and for 

preventing it. 
 

A few years ago, I was wandering 

the Forum Shops Mall in Las Vegas. 

A Bernini suit in a store window 

caught my eye, and I went in to 

investigate. I quickly discovered 

there were no price tags on any of 

the suits. When a salesman glided 

over, I fingered the suit and asked 

him its price. 
 

He didn’t answer directly. Instead 
he asked what I did for a living, 

and a friend tagging along with me 

helpfully volunteered that I was a 

professional speaker. The salesman 

then asked me a dozen questions 

about that. What kind of groups did 

I speak for? How large were the 

audiences? Did I consider myself a 

performer? Then his curiosity got 

serious. What kind of fee is paid to 

a speaker like me? 

 

On being told my compensation 

wasn't just speaking fees but book 

and CD sales, he said "It matters 

monetarily then, how you are 

perceived by the audience?" 

 

While this give and take went on he 

managed to get me into the suit 

coat, in front of a mirror, into the 

dressing room, into the pants, back 

in front of the mirror. A tailor was 

summoned and pins inserted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At least five times I asked the 

suit's price without getting an 

answer. Along the way, he 

established and commented on 

my status, the importance of my 

appearance to establish my 

authority, the value of each 

engagement, and the number of 

important engagements I did a 

year. He was establishing a 

context for the value of the suit.  
 

 
 

That context was very, very 

important when I finally heard the 

price. It was still the most money 

I'd ever paid for a suit, but it 

didn't loom as large as it would 

have if he hadn’t take the time to 
put the value into context.  

 

I've very much enjoyed 

owning and wearing the suit.  

 

Reflect on my experience. There 

was much more than artful 

salesmanship being demonstrated. 

There was a sense of 'place'.  

 

After all, you expect obscenely 

high prices if you’re doing your 

shopping in the mall attached to 

Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas.  
 

Cont’d on Page 10 

How to sell an expensive suit? 
 

From Grad’s Club Newsletter #971. Author unknown.  Reproduced for educational purposes. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Have you ever asked yourself …“How can I get paid what I’m really worth 
as a writer / proofreader / editor / photographer?  

 

Here’s how someone sold a suit to copywriter/speaker Dan Kennedy 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
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 Whoa there, Big Boy.  
Cont’d from Page 9 

 

 

If you know anything, you’ll know 
if you walk into that store, you 

aren't going to find anything 

you'd consider a bargain. And so, 

you’ll already have immunity to 

‘price-tag shock’, some definite 
expectation of a high price. 
 

There's timing – a good many 

shoppers there were splurging in 

celebration after winning in the 

casino, or showing off for a 

member of the opposite sex. 

I wasn't, but many shoppers were.  

There's the environment a buyer 

sees - opulence. And a casino 

location means there’s a high 
likelihood the right potential 

customer will walk in the door in 

the first place. 
 

These days, I very rarely hear 

"that's a lot of money" from any 

new client. Their expectations are 

already pre-set. I promote the fact 

that I command high fees and 

royalties. But I still take great care 

with context. There is probing and 

discussion around the economics of 

his business, so a framework exists 

for properly valuing the benefits 

I'm going to create for him.  
 

I also build the value list. Each 

component part of the Project is 

identified and listed separately.  
 

By the time I'm done with all this, 

his reaction to my fee is much the 

same as mine was to the price of 

the Bernini suit. It's still stiff. It 

may very well be more money than 

he has ever paid anyone to prepare 

marketing materials before. But the 

fee is not entirely unexpected. He 

is not blind-sided by it. The price 

comes with context.     

------------------------------------- 

 

What does Dan Kennedy’s story teach 
us? Can you justify a high fee for what 

you do? Are you an expert? Is there 

local buzz that you are “the best”? Do 
the people you talk business with 

expect your fee to be high?  

Do you explain the benefits you give in 

a context meaningful to your buyer? 

San Serriffe 
 

In April 1977, as a joke, the British 

newspaper The Guardian published 

a seven-page supplement about a 

fictional island nation called San 

Serriffe. It fooled quite a few 

readers, which is surprising, since 

it’s essentially a series of bad puns 
about typography: 

There are two main islands, the 

Upper Caisse and the Lower Caisse. 

The capital, Bodoni, is linked by 

highways to the major ports, 

including Port Clarendon, but Arial 

in the Lower Caisse has grown in 

importance during the personal 

computer era. 

Natives are called Flong, and the 

descendants of colonists are known 

as colons. Those of mixed race are 

called semi-colons. 

At independence in 1967, the 

country was led by General Pica, a 

military strongman. 

Cultural highlights include the 

Ampersand String Quartet and 

“Times Nude Romances.” 
The islands hold an annual 

endurance challenge race, known 

as the Two Em Dash, that now 

attracts international participants. 

The island’s alternate name, if it 
needed any, is Hoaxe. 
 

 

Mierscheid – a Parliamentarian 

who never does any work 
 

The German Bundestag has 614 

members, but its official Web site 

lists 615. That’s because Jakob 
Maria Mierscheid doesn’t exist — he 

was invented in 1979 by a couple 

of its members over drinks during 

lunch. Perhaps they left the bill for 

their new colleague. 

Mierscheid has now quite a résumé. 

He has served as deputy chairman 

of the Committee for Small and 

Medium Sized Businesses and in 

past decades occasionally published 

various papers and studies. 

He communicates via Twitter, but 

mostly stays quiet and out of sight. 

In 2013, Bundestag President 

Lammert congratulated Mierscheid 

on his 80th birthday, but he didn’t 
even come out of seclusion for 

that. Maybe he was out to lunch. 

Job Opportunities 
 

Head of Online Content, 
Consumer NZ, Wellington. 
The position involves conceiving 
and creating articles, overseeing 
blogs and social media, 
contributing to editorial planning, 
liaising with other consumer 
organisations and assisting with 
editorial tasks as required. Full 
time. Apply now. 
 
Content Creator, 
Christchurch. Creating unique & 
engaging content to promote 
super yachts and luxury yacht 
charter vacation, assuring quality 
content, grammar, spelling, 
format consistency and overall 
site continuity and producing 
content for visitors to prolong 
their browsing time on our 
website. Contract. Apply now. 
 
Photo Booth Operators,  
Quikpix Ltd, Auckland 
Operators to join Auckland, 
Wellington and Christchurch 
teams with a keen interest in 
photography and/or video 
production. Part time. Apply now. 
 
 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

All these vacancies were first 

listed in the Notices Forum 
when we discovered them. 
 
 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

Event Photographer, Wellington 
CBD. A photography student to 
photograph our 2017 Christmas 
Party with own photography gear 
(including a camera with flash 
and a tripod) as well as your own 
transport to and from the venue. 
One-off. Apply now. 
 
Event Photographer – Work on a 
Cruise Ship!, Auckland. At least 
21 years old along with event 
photography experience in a 
print/photo lab and experience 
using digital SLR cameras and a 
strong track record in achieving 
sales targets. Contract. Apply 
now. 
 
Reporters, Sub Editor, The 
Christchurch Star Company, 
Christchurch. Reporters and a 
casual sub editor operating across 
local community newspapers and 
our digital news platform with 
working knowledge of InDesign. 
Full time. Apply now. 
 

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
https://www.futilitycloset.com/2005/06/18/san-serriffe/
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34826703?type=standout&userqueryid=2c5518592e614b30dfa1269505281796-1127018
https://www.trademe.co.nz/jobs/marketing-media-communications/other/listing-1451780478.htm
https://www.trademe.co.nz/jobs/marketing-media-communications/other/listing-1455526171.htm
https://www.sjs.co.nz/job/104171660
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34753169?type=standout&userqueryid=e5096d63e5f68a6087303cfc1d52f5d3-2497441
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34753169?type=standout&userqueryid=e5096d63e5f68a6087303cfc1d52f5d3-2497441
https://www.seek.co.nz/job/34740060?type=standard&userqueryid=f1b1d591f76bf877aca510d260f36e44-3839994
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Fiction to finish 
 

Watcher  
on the Pry 
 

 

Winning short story by Christine Markey. 
Reproduced for educational purposes. 

 
 

 was always on the outside 

looking in. I’m a window 
cleaner by trade. 

People always ask ‘what did you 
used to do?’ like I was once a 
high-flying banker who’s been 
made redundant, ha-ha. But fair 

enough; I don’t suppose many 
blokes start off their working lives 

by cleaning windows.  

 

Not exactly the sort of ladder the 

careers master had in mind. No, 

people tend to take up window 

cleaning when they’re between 
jobs or out of a job or even on a 

job. (Think about it; how else are 

you going to look into people’s 
houses and check out their 

security without raising suspicion?) 

But me, I never fancied doing 

anything else. 

 

Len’s the name. ‘Short for 
Leonard?’ people always ask, 
usually the same people who 

thought I must have once been 

some high-flying banker. You can 

tell they think it’s a bit old-

fashioned for someone my age. 

After all, I’m 28, not 78. 
Sometimes I tell them what Len’s 
short for and sometimes I don’t, 
because that can get us into a 

whole new conversation. 

 

Remember when John Lennon 

got shot? You will if you are a 

certain age. Like my dad. They say 

each generation has its own 

flashbulb moment, and that was 

his. A year later he met my mum, 

and a year after that I was born. 

But they mostly called me Len. 

 

‘Oh, Lennon’ they say, those 
people who think Len is a bit of an 

old-fashioned name for a young, 

redundant banker. ‘That’s a nice 
name: they say. I looked up the 

meaning once. ‘Lover’ it means, 

apparently. As if I’d do that. Not 
that I’ve ever been offered the 
opportunity. 

And that’s another thing people 
always assume. It’s ‘nudge-nudge-

wink-wink, bet you 

get some lonely 

housewives offering 

you more than a cup 

of tea.’  
 

Yeah, right. Or it’s 
‘nudge-nudge-wink-

wink, bet you see 

some goings-on.’ 
Well, you do but not 

in the way they 

mean. Not usually. 

People have curtains, 

you know.  

 

But what you do 

see - if it doesn’t 
sound too highfalutin 

- is the passage of 

life. Couples setting 

up home together. 

Babies being born. 

Kids growing up. I’ve 
not quite been doing 

this long enough to 

see the whole cycle 

begin again, but it 

will happen. You get 

to see the rhythm of 

life in my job. 

 

But sometimes you 

get to know a 

household’s routine 
and then one day 

you go round there, 

as usual, and 

something’s 
changed. For 

instance, you’ve 
always seen the wife 

before but now you 

see the man. 

Sometimes it’s 
because she’s moved 
out (like at number 

19 Summer Lane).  

 

Until I met Libby. She’s posher 

than me. But she didn’t seem to 
mind the class difference. And her 

parents - Mr and Mrs Mountebank, 

would you please - were okay with 

me too. (I think I suited their 

politics which was Armchair Left.) I 

was their own working-class hero. 

‘Oh no,’ I bet they said, ‘we don’t 
mind Liberty getting married to 

Lennon. As long as she’s happy.’ 

 

And we were. We set up home 

together. Babies born - three, one 

after the other. Growing up now. 

Even the youngest goes to 

nursery. Our happy family. 
Cont’d on Page 12 

I 

http://www.nzibs.co.nz/
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Watcher on the Pry 
Cont’d from Page 11 

 

Libby didn’t seem to mind our 
two-up, two-down. She didn’t 
seem to mind that we had our 

holidays in Spain or Tenerife rather 

than Mauritius or Barbados or on 

some swanky safari in Africa. She 

didn’t seem to mind being married 
to a white-van-man. She’d help 
me out, doing the accounts.  

 

Or we’d go canvassing a new 
area together, complete with 

buggy and kids. We’d go out on a 
weekend - best time to catch 

people in - and I’d knock on the 
doors where it seemed people 

were probably in and she would 

leaflet the houses that were 

obviously empty. 

 

She got on with my mates and 

their wives or girlfriends. She 

fitted in. She even looked the part, 

with her long blonde hair and shiny 

pink nails and fashionable clothes. 

She was always going to the 

hairdressers or having her nails 

done. 

 

I could talk to Libby. I mean, 

properly talk. One time she asked 

me: ‘What’s your biggest fear?’  
Now if some girl had asked me 

that back in my bachelor days I 

would have said glibly: ‘Losing 
you.’ But with Libby I really 
thought about it. I thought about 

all my fears, my nightmares. What 

if I looked in a window one day 

and saw something dreadful. What 

if I fell off my ladder?  

 

What if I couldn’t work for some 
reason, I mean for weeks? It was 

bad enough this winter just past, 

when the snow went on and on, or 

a few summers back when it didn’t 
seem to stop raining. Then it hit 

me, my biggest fear. 

 

‘Losing you,’ I said. I meant it. 

Actually, thinking about it now, 

that was when it all started. 

 

Remember what I said about 

canvassing? Well, we’d done a new 

housing development and had got 

quite a few customers. Big houses, 

a lot of them, too. Must be paying 

a fair whack in council tax. Guess 

that’s why the council gives 
planning permission ... But I’m 
waffling. 

 

That’s because I don’t want to 
think about what happened. I don’t 
want to think about it and yet I 

can’t get it out of my mind. 
 

Remember what I said about 

‘nudge-nudge-wink-wink, bet you 

see some goings-on’? And that 
normally, people tend to close the 

curtains when they’re doing that? 
Well, guess what I saw? 

 
 

I didn’t see her face. But long 

blonde hair, curtaining her back, 

moving as she moved. 

 

My hands were shaking, 

my legs gave way, and suddenly I 

was falling.  

 

As I fell, I remember thinking 

that this was what I had feared: 

Libby not happy; Libby wishing she 

lived in one of those posh houses 

on the new estate; Libby lying to 

me about having an appointment 

at the hairdressers. But I hadn’t 
been able to talk to Libby about it 

because somehow I hadn’t realised 
I was worrying about it, not till 

that moment.  

 

‘I’m going to die,’ I thought, as I 

fell. I didn’t feel any pain for about 
two glorious seconds and then I 

must have blacked out. I woke up 

in hospital. I was wired up, tubed 

up and plastered up. And well and 

truly screwed up.  

 

My worst fears had come true: 

I’d looked in a window and seen 

something dreadful; I’d fallen off 
my ladder and wouldn’t be able to 

work. And I’d lost Libby. 

 

Except I hadn’t. When Libby 
came to see me; she looked 

different. My brain, all fogged up 

with morphine, couldn’t work out 
what had changed. I had this 

bizarre thought that she’d changed 
from being an elfin princess into 

a... pixie? 

 

‘It’s the hair,’ Libby said, and I 
realised what had changed. 

Instead of long hair it was now 

short and spiky. ‘Do you like it? I 
told you I was going to the 

hairdressers. Oh, I don’t suppose 
you remember, do you? I felt 

awful when the hospital rang; to 

think I was being pampered while 

you were working and then this 

happened and I wasn’t there ...’ 
 

It hadn’t been Libby I’d seen 
after all. I’d seen a glimpse of 
long, blonde hair and I’d been so 
eaten up with fear that the woman 

I’d seen became Libby. 

 

So now I’m on the inside looking 

out. It’s going to be some time 
before I’m back cleaning windows. 
Talking of windows, the ones in 

the hospital are ever so grimy.    
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